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ABSTRACT 

Agreement with the Vector Dominance Model predictions are ob- 

tained in a system where the pion produced vector mesons are subjected 

to a complete transversality projection. In this system the admixture of 

polarizations from the element pi0 are suppressed by a dynamical uni- 

tary transformation on the helicity frame spin density matrix. The tests 
. 

are applied to pion photoproduction data by polarized and unpolarized 

photons; also an independent search is made for the y-p coupling con- 

stant at q2 = 0, yielding a value of yE/4a = 0.40 f 0.03. 
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Recently, apparent serious discrepancies have been shown l-3 to exist in the valid- 

ity of the Vet tor Dominance Model (VDM) predictions from the reaction 

n-p -pan (1) 

as compared with polarized photoproduction data from the reactions 
+ 

YP-r n and yn-7-p (21, 

In these and other4 comparisons, the transversality of the p” meson from reaction 

(1) is imposed by evaluating the spin density matrix elements in the pots helicity refer- 

ence frame. Whereby, the transverse components of the p” polarization is projectedby 

the factor of pFl(t) multiplying da/dt(x-pdpon). 

In view of the spin rotation properties of massive particles under Lorentz transfor- 

mations, theoretical considerations5 have shown that the unique choice of the p” helicity 

reference frame, a priori, is not well justified. That is for VDM applications a cri- 

terion of choice on the quantization axis, which lies in the production plane of reaction 

(l), does not exist free of additional assumptions. 

It has been shown6 that the combination of spin density matrix elements of pll +plml 

describes a vector particle’s transverse polarization state perpendicular to the produc- 

tion plane and, similarly, pI1-plW1 ‘describes the state with transverse polarization par- 

allel to the production plane. As such, the pion photoproduction polarization asymmetry 

z(t) = (01 i c,, )/(a1 + a,,) from reactions (2) can be combined to yield a VDM relationship 

free of w”-p” interference term’ by: - 

A(t) = E+(t) + R(t)* = pl-l(t) 
1 + R(t) PJp) (3) 

where, R(t) is the A- to 71’ unpolarized photoproduction cross-sectional ratio. 

Bia)!as and Zalewski have observed’ that the ratio plel/pll from reaction (l)achieves 
. 

a maximal value in the Donohue-Hogaasen reference frame. In this system the decay in- 

tensity distribution of the vector particle, I(0 , $) =<y, Sy), is reduced to a quadratic 

form; S being the hermitian spin density operator acting on y, the basis spin vector with 
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spin eigenfunction components. The reduction to quadratic form has been obtained loby 

Donohue and Hagaasen through a dynamical unitary transformation which, for example, 

rotates the helicity frame about the normal to the production plane by an angle $, given 

by tan 2# = -2 & Re ~ra/(~oo-~ll + P~-~), and which diagonalizes the spin density ma- 

trix to yield a vector particle intensity distribution in terms of the three real eigenvalues, 

One of these eigenvalues is the quantity: pJI + plml and, in this rotated system Re piO=O. 

It should also be noted that the strict requirement of Re pie= 0 is incidental to the diago- 

nalization of the spin density matrix. 

In reference (9) the data of reaction (1) has not been handled directly to yield fitted 

density matrix elements in the dynamically rotated system; and thus to account for the 

important error correlations. Also, the large s-wave interference terms have not been 

abstracted from the p” region, in a similarly direct fashion. 
_ ._.-. ---- -_. _~ 

A posteriori to the Biaras and Zalewski successful VDM tests, in this letter we pre- - 

sent our arguments for a physical justification of a complete transversality system; de- 

velop a general p” decay intensity distribution with the s-wave interference terms in this 

system; and, also, apply the data of a large compilation 11 of reaction (1) near 4.0 GeVto 

test the Vector Dominance Model at q2 = 0 with polarized 12,13 and unpolarized 14-16 

. . . ----- 
photoproduction data of reactions (2) at 3.4 and 5. OzV, q2 is the photon m;Lss. . -.----- 

At q2 = 0 a y-to-p’ transition can occur only on p” spin density states of pv., which 
4 

describe purely transverse polarizations. The massless photon’s transverse polariza- 

tions allow for the presence of photon spi.n densities of pll, p-IS1 and only the admixture 

of states pImlS However, a massive vector particle,, such as the p” produced in reaction 

(l), has transverse and longitudinal polarizations; here, not only the spin densities of 
\ 

W p-1-1 with the admixture of plWl are allowed to be present, but in addition, the state 

Of PO0 and the admixture of transverse-longitudinal state of p.io participate. In order to 

apply VDM at q2 = 0, we must project out of the p” vector-meson not more than the en- 

tire photon polarization properties. Thus the transversality projection on the p” vector- 

meson must be described in such a system which does not allow for the presence of a 
3 



quantum-mechanical admixture of states from transverse to longitudinal p” polariza- 

tions; that is, a system where the spin density element of plo = 0. This requirement 

needs to be imposed only at q2 = 0. 

IOur argument is eminently supported by the measurement of the spin density ele- 

ment P10 in a reaction where a direct Y-to-p’ transition occurs at q2 = 0; the reaction 

is : yp --pop, A detailed measurement 17 of this reaction, both as a function of incident 

photon energy and in the helicity or Jackson systems, yields a value for the ~‘1s density 

matrix element of plo Z 0. 
; 

Hence, it becomes clear that the Donohue-Hog&s& system for VDM applications is 

fortuitous. Specifically for VDM applications, the requirement is a general unitary trans- 

formation which suppresses the element plo in the vector-meson’s spin density matrix, 

but which need not necessarily diagonalize this matrix. 

Since the p” in.reaction (1) is produced with considerable s-wave interference terms, 

we start with a 4 x 4 spin density matrix S, which describes a vector-meson along with a 

competing resonant or non-resonant scalar component. This real self-adjoint matrix is: 

S illt int ’ 
PO0 PlO PO0 -P$ 

int 

S PlO - p11 PlO Pl-1 = 

J 

(4) 
int 

PO0 * PlO PO0 -%o 

int 
PlO Pl-1 -p10 cl1 

The dipion decay intensity distribution in the p” region is given by I(0 , $) =<y , Sy), 

where the basis vector y = I Yi, Y;, Y!, Y;l . I 
The spherical harmonics T (8, $) are 

given as a function of the polar and azimuthal decay angles 19 and $I, obtained in the dipion c 

rest frame with the helicity quantization axis. The decay intensity distribution as obtained 

from the above scalar product reduces to the familiar form (cf. reference (4), Eq. (6)) . 

After a unitary transformation U, this distribution is expressed by I( 0 , $, #J) =<r;r, S ‘77) , 

where S ’ = USU-I and q= Uy. The explicit form 18 of this transformation can be 
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summarized in terms of the orthonormal d j 
% 

(4~) functions, from the rotation group rep- 

resentation. Thus, the vector part of the density matrix elements are transformed by 

ph 

= z1 dl.(t,QpijdfP(-(il. The desired requirement, where the transformed pi0 
ij Al =0, is 

satisfied by the same condition on #as in the Donahue-Hbgaa,wn system, 

It can be shown, that one of the four real eigenvalues of S, the transformed spin 

density matrix, is again the quantity pi1 + pi-1. The invariance property of this quan- 

tity is explicitly tested below. Hence, the new p" decay intensity distribution is given 

in terms of the helicity angles 8 and $, and the dynamical rotation angle Z/J, by: 

I(e,$,GJ) =(47Y1b + (P ll-poo) l/2 (l-3 cos2 0) (3 cos2 q-1) 
[ 

; 

+3sin2$sin2f3cosc$-3sin2$sin2Bcos2$ 1 -plw13/2 (1+cos2~)sin2~cos2~ [ 
+sin2~sin2fJcos~+sin2z/(3cos20-1)-2 &pyot 

I 
2) sin 8 cos @ 

. 1 int + sin@os 8 + 2 J3 poo 
I 
cos @ cos e-sin II, sin 8 cos C+ 11, (5) 

where the trace normalization condition of poo + 2pll + pBoo = 1 has been used. We note 

that at 11) = 0, this distribution reduces to the familiar form but without the plo term ( 
cf. 

reference (4), Eq. (6) . 
1 

A detailed fitting procedure has been followed on the data of reaction (l), to solve for 

the five unknown parameters in Eq. (5). In terms of p" production, the data has been 
. 

divided in intervals of cos 8 c m , such that in the parameters determination the data . . 

would participate in equal parts of statistical significance. The true p" production cross 

section as a function of cos 8, m is known from a. previous study, 4 where reflections of . . 

isobar resonances are handled properly in the p" resonance fit along with phase space. 

We have used the program MINFUN to minimize the negative logarithm of the likelihood 

function from Eq. (5)) and thus, to solve for the dynamical rotation angle #and the new 

spin density matrix elements. Several passes were made through the program’s param- 

eter search and convergence modes. The obtained solutions for the five parameters were 

perturbed and recycled to test their validity. The analytic gradients of the likelihood 
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functionwas supplied to the program, to achieve a more accurate parameter convergence. 

For a final validity check, the integrated distributions I(e , $) and I($, $J) were computed 

and compared with the data. 

Figure l(a) exhibits the behavior 19 of the dynamical rotation angle Z/J, as obtained from 

our fitting procedure,. The goodness of our solutions is manifested in Fig. l(b), where E, 

the ratio of the eigenvalue 20 
pII+ plml in the transversality over the eigenvalue in the 

helicity system, is given. As it is expected, this ratio averages around unity. The heli- 

city system spin density matrix elements were obtained from a previous study. 4 

Figure2(a) exposes the deficiency of the conventional helicity frame, specifically in 

VDM comparisons of reaction (1). In VDM, the p” spin density matrix element ratio 

pl,l/pll is a direct measure of A(n+,a-), the 7r+- r--averaged polarization asymmetry 

in photoproduction. Contrary to photoproduc tion experiments 12,13 
, large negative values 

for A(n+ , n-) are predicted in the helicity system. Figure 2(b) displays the ratio plwl/pll 

in the proposed transversality system, which results to a remarkable agreement of VDM 

with currently available 12,13,21 knowledge on A(*+, T- ). b 

The *+-r--averaged photoproduction cross section, fromreactions (2) , is predicted by 

a VDM expression, With the assumptions of time-reversal invariance and isospin con- 

servation, this expression is given by: - 

where, yz/47r is the Y-to-p’ coupling constant at q2 = 0, E(s) is the cross-sectional energy 

dependence 22 of reaction (1)) and P 
PO 

(t) is the p” transverse polarization projection. For 

unpolarized (perpendicularly polarized) photoproduction cross sections, 23 the pro jet tion 

is P& 
( 
@) + PI-1 (9) 9 evaluated in the complete transversality system. Our VDM 

points carry,errors propagated from uncertainties in the reaction (1) cross section4 and 

in the determinations of p,_,(t) and p,,(t); moreover, an error of 0.03, in the fittedvalue 

of y2’/4n is included. 
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Figure 3(a) shows the momentum’ transfer distribution of perpendicularly polarized 

photoproduction cross sections at 3.4 GeV, in comparison with the VDM prediction from 

expression (6). The goodness of this comparison with the abstracted23a: points is ap- 

parent. To enhance the validity of VDM comparisons further, we suggest that absolute 

cross sections of reactions (2) be measured with linearly polarized photons near 4.0 GeV. 

Equally good VDM comparisons are obtained with unpolarized photoproduction data at 

3.4 and 5.0 GeV, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. 

An independent evaluation of the Y-p’ coupling constant is obtained by treating yi/4n 
: 

in expression (6), as an unknown parameter. In the above three cases, separate fits 

are made between the smoothed photoproduction cross sections and the VDM points. The 

average value from these fits, yields a y-p’ coupling constant at q2 =0, to be: 

y2,/4* = 0.40 f 0.03. Our results contradict the negative conclusion of a recent VDM 

comparison24 of the type similar to Fig. 3(a). 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

I. (a) Behavior of the transversality condition’s dynamical rotation angle $ , from a 

unitary transformation which suppresses the PO-meson spin density matrix element 

plo, in r-p--p’n. 
i 

(b) Comparison of the eigenvalue pI1 + pIml in the tmnsversality and helicity sys- 

tems. t is the momentum transfer of pion-produced p’k. 

2. (a) p” spin density matrix element ratio pI,l/p,, evaluation in the conventional 

helicity system. 

(b) VDM prediction of A(r+, 1~~)) the X+-X- - averaged photoproduc tion polarization 

asymmetry. pl,lpll of pols, from 4.0 GeV n-p -pan data, evaluated in the pro- 

posed transversality system, for VDM comparison with current experiments (CEA, 

DESY) and theoretical calculation (F’rfiyland and Gordon). 

3. Complete transversality system comparison of VDM predictions, using the average 

of the best fit coupling constant, with *+-A- - averaged photoproduction data; (a) 

at 3.4 GeV, by photons linearly polarized perpendicular to the production plane, 

(b) at 3.4 GeV and (c) at 5 GeV, by unpolarized photons. 
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